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T1:-IE SPIRIT OF LAJ-!S 

E cb:. :. · .::-'.:.3 ccnd lawyers deal with different kinds of laws. The 

laws of nature which the scientist tries to discover are invioable. 

The law of aravi tat ion, £or example, or '.7ewton 's three laws of 

motion, cannot be cisobeyed. 

Human laws do not share this characteristic. The moral 

obliqation imposed by man-made laws results Precisely from the 

fact that it is possible to break them. That is why everyone 

censures an outlaw but no one blames the fallina apple. 

This funCamental distinction is of such ancient origin, its 

truth so aPParent, that one should scarcely need to mention 

it. Excent that there are times in the history of civilizations 

when the difference seel'1s to be foraotten, and ours is 

nrceminently one of the!'\. A substantial number of lunericans 

now make it their business to examine the interstices of our 

society for unregulated areas 1·,here some snontaneous act of 

free will miaht cause trouble. This they diliaently try to 

forestall, apparently in hm:,e of establishing in the realm of 

human af:"airs a predictability to rival what we find in the 

realm of physical nature, where everythina happens of necessity, 

or not at all. 

This demand for the J?erfect, uniforr:t code of conduct is a 
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recurrent nhenomenon, and books on the subject have clothecl 

the vtalls of □any spacious libraries. There is, for example, 

a notable one by Eontescruieu, in w!-lich he observes: 

" . . .  the intelligent world is far from being so 
well governed as the Physical. . . .  This is because, 
on the one hand, oarticular intelliaent beings 
are of a finite nature, and consequently liable 
to error; and on the other, their nature requires 
them to be free agents .. . " 

Hontesquieu called his bool: The Soirit of Laws because he 

said, 

" ... I do not oretend to treat of laws, but of 
their spirit; and . . .  this spirit consists in the 
various relations which the laws may bear to 
different objects . . . .  '' 

A..nd that may well be the crux of our oroblem: Too many of our 

laws have the wrong objectives. 

Everyone from the President of the United States to the hot dog 

vendor on a 'iew York street corner cries out aaainst the torrent 

of indecipherable government recrulations, -yet the real 

affliction is not what the regulations say, but the spirit 

that motivates both them and the laws supoortina them. Our 

lawI'\akers and regulators alike seem to have foraotten that 

they are not Physicists, and that we are not mere physical 

bodies or cruanta of energy swarming about in space, but 

intelligent beings whose nature requires us to be free aaents. 
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Corrn:nendable efforts are now under way to simplify the rules 

and regulations, if not the laws, by writing them in plainer 

Encrlish, and for this no citizen can fail to be arateful. 

Can we also hope that when the thickets of ambiguity have 

been cut away, someone will then take a hard look at what 

remains? For, if the intent of a rule is wrong to begin with, 

it cannot be made right by simplifying its lanauaae. 

It is equally true that even if all our laws and regulations 

could be translated into nodels of Precision and clarity, 

there would still be too many of them. In the long run, 

they arc defeatina their ovm purnosc because they have incrcasinglv 

narrow anplications. 

Their generality has been, in the tradition of jurisprudence, 

the basis for differentiating rules of law from narticular 

decisions or decrees. This naturally leads to the question of 

,-,hether the words "law" and "regulation" shoulc. be used 

interchanCTeabl v. The ansi:..•-.1er is :10 - but they are. 

It ,;,ras either Iiadison or Hamilton, writino as nPubliusn in 

Tr1e Federalist Pane rs, who warned: 
---- ·--·-----''-'-'�· ..c...c;__ 

., It ,d 11 be of little avail to the peon le th2.t the 
la1-1s are made by men of their mm choice, if the 
laws be so voluminous that thev cannot be read, or 
so incoherent that they cannot be understood . . .  or 
unctcrao such incessant-- chanq,�s that no man, who 
Lnov1s ,_,,rhat the la\·7 is t0c1.ay, can guess what it will 
be tor:1orror,-1. I! 
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rrhat v.1as oart o:r: the araun.ent for making our Senate a 

continuins:r body, under the Constitution, rather than a 

ncriodic a.ssemblaae of oart-tin2 leqislators. Obviously, it 

did not solve the oroblen. 

'.?'.1at the Four1ding Fathers did not anticioate, of course, was 

the ,:,henomenal growth of "regulatory" agencies which, in the 

course of insurina that our laws were 0rooerlv executed, would 

imoerce;)tibly assume the mantle of lecrislators. It is 

unfortunate that our founders could not foresee this, because 

then they niaht have le ft us sor:te suggestions concernina what 

to do about it. Most of them were, after all, discioles 

of ,John Locke, who w2.s c-mi te emohatic in his belief that " 

the legislative cannot transfer the oower of making laws to any 

ot!1er hands, for it beinq but a delegated power from the oeonle, 

they who have it cannot pass it over to others . . . .  " 

The constitutionality of our modern regulatory system is, 

however, beyond serious question, the exoenditure of vast wealth 

and nillions of hours of liticration having lonq since confirmed 

it. Our last, best hope may be for a new snirit of self

restraint aP10nq the recrulators, and more concern bv the legis

lators about what is beina done with their laws. 

At the noment, there are r.ore signs of the concern than the 
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restraint. Maybe it ;,,ould help to remind those who Dersist 

in the dream of an l\rr,erican society as well regulated and 

predictable as Isaac :<rewton' s Universe that the first of his 

laws has a name. 

It is called Inertia. 

There are plenty of signs of this, too. 


